What Services Do I
Offer?

Face Art
by Brandi

Face Art by Brandi offers almost all
forms of face and body art. This
includes face painting, body painting,
belly (baby bump) painting, and
character looks to enhance any
costume.
Any occasion is welcome! Whether you
are having a birthday party, an office

Face Painter

party, a business or organization
promotion, a family event, a festival, or
a holiday party, face painting is a
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wonderful addition that children and
adults of all ages can enjoy!

Face Art by Brandi
Washington, IA 52353
Phone: 319.461.4541

Birthday & Office Parties
Family Event s
and Much More!

Facebook.com/FaceArtbyBrandi

www.FaceArtbyBrandi.com
Web: www.FaceArtbyBrandi.com
Tel: (319)461-4541

Face Art by Brandi
Cares About Your
Safety!

3)

Rinse area with warm water
and you are done!

If there are ever any questions, contact
me by phone, email, or send me a
When working with products that go on

message on Facebook! Don’t forget to

your face (as well as everyone else’s), it

leave a review and/or comment on

is very important that the products and

Facebook! Feedback is essential for

utensils are safe!
All of the products I use are made
specifically for use on the face and body.

improvement and I would love to hear

Removal is Easy!

The paints are FDA compliant and the

All of my paints are water activated, so

glitter is cosmetic grade.

all you need to remove them is soap and

Another concern is allergies. There are

water! How easy is that?

so many types of allergies it is hard to

This is the method I use to remove the

keep track of them all sometimes. If

face paint:

there are any allergy concerns, let me

from you!

1)

know! I carry ingredient lists with me

Using a baby wipe or wet paper
towel to avoid any possibility of

that are available to review before the

staining, wipe away as much of

fun begins!

the paint as possible.
2)

Using a mild soap (baby
shampoo works great!), create
lather (suds or bubbles) on a

Face Art by Brandi

soft towel and gently massage

Washington, IA 52353
Phone: 319.461.4541

any area containing paint

Facebook.com/FaceArtbyBrandi

remnants. Makeup remover

www.FaceArtbyBrandi.com

would also work for this.

